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plateau has produced an isolation that is broken only by
the infrequent railway and the inadequate mule train The
plateau produces insufficient food for the inhabitants it is
scourged by cold winds it suffers a long and bitter winter
that prevents the cultivation of all but the most hardy crops
and makes forest growth impossible and conditions generally
are hostile to human progress
The people are mainly occupied in pasturing their hardy
flocks of sheep alpacas and llamas in the little and unsafcs
factory agriculture or in mining If petroleum is ultimately
found in commercial quantities this may help the country s
development but always and everywhere the great barrier is
the difficulty of transport The 1 300 miles of railway in the
country are mostly on the plateau linked to the ports of
Mollendo Anca and Antofagasta through which 90 per
cent of the trade moves
The montana region has laige areas of grassland which
pasture considerable numbers of wild cattle    Maize, sugar
coffee cotto.n and tobacco are cultivated and a cunotts m<itis-
try is the gathering of coca leaves the main use of which by
the natives is for chewing as a narcotic    The mineral exports
of Bolivia are in order of value tin tungsten antimony lead
copper and zinc    La Pas (200 000) lies in a sheltered posi
tion m a deep valley 1 500 feet below the floor of the plateau
It is the commercial metropolis   and a modern aty with
electee services of all kinds    Its chief importance comes
fj&m the n-eighbouring tin mines     Orwra (45000) is the
collecting centre for the tin and silver of the central area and
1$ on the main plateau railway    Potost (36000)   once the
greatest silver producing area of all time is now of declining
importance    Cochabamba (53 000) is the second aty and fee
centre of one of the best agncoltural areas    Sucre (28000)
the legal capital is also dependent on the surrounding agn
culture and pasture

